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Abstract—This paper presents a new frame-skipping
transcoding approach for video combiners in multipoint video
conferencing. Transcoding is regarded as a process of converting
a previously compressed video bitstream into a lower bitrate
bitstream. A high transcoding ratio may result in an unacceptable
picture quality when the incoming video bitstream is transcoded
with the full frame rate. Frame skipping is often used as an
efficient scheme to allocate more bits to representative frames,
so that an acceptable quality for each frame can be maintained.
However, the skipped frame must be decompressed completely,
and should act as the reference frame to the nonskipped frame
for reconstruction. The newly quantized DCT coefficients of
prediction error need to be recomputed for the nonskipped frame
with reference to the previous nonskipped frame; this can create
an undesirable complexity in the real time application as well as
introduce re-encoding error. A new frame-skipping transcoding
architecture for improved picture quality and reduced complexity
is proposed. The proposed architecture is mainly performed on
the discrete cosine transform (DCT) domain to achieve a low
complexity transcoder. It is observed that the re-encoding error
is avoided at the frame-skipping transcoder when the strategy of
direct summation of DCT coefficients is employed. By using the
proposed frame-skipping transcoder and dynamically allocating
more frames to the active participants in video combining, we
are able to make more uniform peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR)
performance of the subsequences and the video qualities of the
active subsequences can be improved significantly.

Index Terms—Compressed-domain processing, frame skipping,
video compression, video conferencing, video transcoding.

I. INTRODUCTION

WITH the advance of video compression and networking
technologies, multipoint video conferencing is be-

coming more and more popular [1]–[10]. In multipoint video
conferencing, the conference participants are connected to a
multipoint control unit (MCU) which receives video signals
from several different participants, and then processes and
transmits them to all participants. Multipoint video confer-
encing can be either “switched presence” or the “continuous
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presence.” A typical switched presence MCU [11], [12] permits
the selection of a particular video signal from one participant
for transmission to all participants. Switched presence MCU
generally does not require the processing of video signals to
generate a combined video signal and therefore is relatively
simple to implement. However, only one participant can be seen
at a given time. Continuous presence mode [1]–[4] consists of
a video combiner which combines the multiple coded video
bitstreams from the conference participants into a single coded
video bitstream and sends it back to the conference participants
for decoding and presentation. Each participant in a continuous
presence conference can then view one or more of the other
participants in real time.

There are two possible approaches to implement a video
combiner for continuous presence multipoint video confer-
encing. The first approach is coded-domain combining [1], [2].
This technique modifies the headers of individual coded bit-
streams from conference participants, multiplexes bitstreams,
and generates new headers to produce a combined video bit-
stream conforming to the video coding standard. For example,
a QCIF combiner was proposed in [1] which concatenates four
H.261 bitstreams coded in QCIF picture format (176 144
pixels) into a single H.261 bitstream coded in CIF picture
format (352 288 pixels). Since the coded-domain combiner
only needs to perform the multiplexing and header-modifi-
cation functions in concatenating the video bitstreams, the
implementation complexity is very low. Also, since it does not
need to decode and re-encode the video sequence, it does not
introduce any quality degradation. However, the coded-domain
combiner requires an asymmetric network channel between the
participant and the MCU because the video bitrate from the
MCU to the participants is four times that from the participants
to the MCU. This asymmetric requirement is not supported by
most networks.

The second approach to video combining is based on the
transcoding technique [3], [4]. This type of video combiner
decodes each coded video bitstream, combines the decoded
video in the pixel domain, and re-encodes the combined video
at the transmission channel rate. Transcoding is a very practical
approach for video combining in multipoint video conferencing
over a symmetrical wide-area network. However, the computa-
tional complexity is inevitably increased since the individual
video bitstream needs to be decoded and the combined video
signal needs to be encoded. This intrinsic double-encoding
process will also introduce additional degradation.
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Fig. 1. Frame-skipping transcoder in pixel-domain.

In recent years, discrete cosine transform (DCT) domain
transcoding was introduced [13]–[15], under which the in-
coming video bitstream is partially decoded to form the DCT
coefficients and downscaled by the requantization of the DCT
coefficients. Since DCT-domain transcoding is carried out in
the coded domain where complete decoding and re-encoding
are not required, the processing complexity is significantly
reduced. The problem, however, with this approach is that
the requantization error will accumulate frame by frame, and
prediction memory mismatch at the decoder will cause poor
video quality. This phenomenon is called “drift” degradation
which often results in an unacceptable video quality. Several

techniques for eliminating “drift” degradation have been
proposed [16]–[18]. In [16], [17], the requantization error is
stored in a frame buffer and is fed back to the requantizer
to compensate for the requantization error introduced in the
previous frame. A simple drift-free MPEG-2 video transcoder
has also been proposed [18], in which various modes of motion
compensation defined in MPEG-2 are implemented in the DCT
domain. Thus, the DCT-domain approach is very attractive for
video combining in multipoint video conferencing.

However, it is impossible to achieve the desired output bi-
trate by performing only the requantization. In other words,
if the bandwidth of the outgoing channel is not enough to
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allocate bits with requantization, frame skipping is a good
strategy for controlling the bitrate and maintaining the picture
quality within an acceptable level. It is difficult to perform
frame skipping in the DCT-domain since the prediction error
of each frame is computed from its immediate past frames.
This means that the incoming quantized DCT coefficients of
the residual signal are no longer valid because they refer to
the frames which have been dropped. All motion vectors and
predicted errors must be computed again for the nonskipped
frame which references the previous nonskipped frame. This
can create an undesirable complexity in real time applica-
tions as well as introduce re-encoding errors. In this paper, we
provide a computationally efficient solution to perform frame
skipping in a transcoder, mainly in the DCT-domain, to avoid
the complexity and the re-encoding error arising from pixel-do-
main transcoding. A new system architecture for continuous
presence multipoint videoconferencing based on the proposed
low-complexity and high-quality frame-skipping transcoder is
developed. Simulation results are presented to show the per-
formance improvement realized by our proposed architecture.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section II of
this paper presents an in-depth study of the re-encoding error
in the frame-skipping transcoder. The proposed frame-skipping
transcoder is then described in Section III. Section IV presents
the system architecture of the proposed continuous presence in
a multipoint videoconference. Simulation results are presented
in Section V. Finally, some conclusive remarks are provided in
Section VI.

II. FRAME-SKIPPING TRANSCODING

Fig. 1 shows the structure of a frame-skipping transcoder in
pixel-domain [19]–[21]. At the front encoder, the motion vector,

, for a macroblock with pixels in frame , the
current frame, is computed [22]–[26] by searching for the best
matched macroblock within a search window in the previ-
ously reconstructed frame, , and it is obtained as follows:

(1)

(2)

where and are the horizontal and vertical components of the
displacement of a matching macroblock, and
represent a pixel in and , respectively.

In transcoding the compressed video bitstream, the output bi-
trate is lower than the input bitrate. As a result, the outgoing
frame rate in the transcoder by cascading a decoder and an en-
coder, as depicted in Fig. 1, is usually much lower than the in-
coming frame rate. Hence switch is used to control the desired
frame rate of the transcoder. Table I summaries the operating
modes of the frame-skipping transcoder.

Assume that frame , , is skipped. However, is
required to act as the reference frame for the reconstruction of
frame , , such that

(3)

TABLE I
SWITCH POSITION FOR DIFFERENT MODES OF FRAME SKIPPING

where represents the reconstruction error of the current
frame in the front-encoder due to the quantization, and
is the residual signal between the current frame and the motion-
compensated frame:

(4)

Substituting (4) into (3), we obtain the expression for :

(5)

In the transcoder, an optimized motion vector for the outgoing
bitstream can be obtained by applying the motion estimation
such that

(6)

(7)

where denotes a reconstructed pixel in the previous
nonskipped reference frame. The superscript “ ” is used to de-
note the symbol after performing the frame-skipping transcoder.
Although the optimized motion vector can be obtained by a new
motion estimation, it is not desirable because of its high compu-
tational complexity. Reuse of the incoming motion vectors has
been widely accepted because it is considered to be almost as
good as performing a new full-scale motion estimation and was
assumed in many transcoder architectures [20], [21]. Thus, we
assume that the new motion vector is . Hence, the re-
constructed pixel in the current frame after the end-decoder is

(8)

where and represents
the requanization error due to the re-encoding in the transcoder.
Hence, we have

(9)

This equation implies that the reconstructed quality of the
nonskipped frame deviates from the input sequence to the
transcoder, . An additional error, , is introduced. Re-
encoding of the current frame involves a recomputation of the
residual signal between the current frame and the nonskipped
reference frame. Note that frame acts as the reference
instead of frame , since frame does not exist
after frame skipping. The newly quantized DCT-domain data
are then recomputed by means of the DCT and quantization
processes. This re-encoding procedure leads to error . The
effect of the re-encoding error is depicted in Fig. 2 where the
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Fig. 2. Quality degradation of frame-skipping transcoder for the “Salesman” sequence.

Fig. 3. Proposed frame-skipping transcoder.

“Salesman” sequence was transcoded at half of the incoming
frame-rate. In Fig. 2, the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) of
the frame-skipping pictures is plotted to compare with that of
the same pictures directly using a decoder without a transcoder.
This figure shows that the re-encoding error leads to a drop in
picture quality of about 3.5 dB on average, which is a significant
degradation. Details on the simulation environment and coding
parameters used in the simulation are given in Section V.

III. LOW-COMPLEXITY FRAME-SKIPPING FOR HIGH

PERFORMANCE VIDEO TRANSCODING

Fig. 3 shows the architecture of the proposed transcoder.
The input bitstream is first parsed with a variable-length de-

coder to extract the header information, coding mode, motion
vectors and quantized DCT coefficients for each macroblock,

. Each macroblock is then manipulated indepen-
dently. Two switches, and , are employed to update the
DCT-domain buffer for the transformed and quantized residual
signal depending on the coding mode originally used at the
front encoder for the current macroblock being processed.
The switch positions for different coding modes are shown in
Table II. When the macroblock is not motion compensated,
the previous residual signal in the DCT-domain is directly fed
back from the DCT-domain buffer to the adder, and the sum of
the input residual signal and the previous residual signal in the
DCT-domain is updated in the buffer. Note that all operations
are performed in the DCT-domain, thus the complexity of the
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frame-skipping transcoder is reduced. Also, quality degradation
of the transcoder introduced by is avoided. When the motion

TABLE II
DIFFERENT CODING MODES FOR SWITCHES S1 AND S2

TABLE III
SWITCH POSITIONS FOR DIFFERENT FRAME-SKIPPING MODES OF OUR

PROPOSED TRANSCODER

compensation mode is used, modules for motion compensation,
DCT, inverse DCT, quantization, and inverse quantization are
used to update the DCT-domain buffer. The advantages of this
DCT-domain buffer arrangement and the details of our method
are described in Sections III-A–C. Note that switch is used to
control the frame rate and refresh the frame buffer (FB) which
stores the current nonskipped frame. The current nonskipped
frame is obtained by adding the decoded residual error to the
motion-compensated frame which is computed through the mo-
tion compensation(MC1) of the previous nonskipped frame in
FB. Table III shows the frame-skipping modes of our proposed
transcoder.

A. Direct Summation of DCT Coefficients for Macroblock
Without Motion Compensation (Non-MC Macroblock)

For non-MC macroblocks, the direct summation of DCT co-
efficients is employed such that the DCT transform pair and mo-
tion compensation operations are not needed. For typical video
conferencing, most of the video signals are included in non-MC
macroblocks and hence the complexity reduction realized by
using the direct summation is significant. In Fig. 4, the situa-
tion for which one frame is dropped is illustrated. We assume
that represents the current macroblock and rep-
resents the best matching macroblock to . Since is a
non-MC macroblock, the spatial position of is the same
as that of , and represents the best matching mac-
roblock to . Since is dropped, for , we need
to compute a motion vector, , and the prediction error in
the DCT-domain, , by using as a reference.
Since the motion vector in is zero, then

(10)

Re-encoding can lead to an additional error; however, this can
be avoided if is computed in the DCT-domain. In
Fig. 4, the pixels in can be reconstructed by performing
the inverse quantization and inverse DCT of and
summing this residual signal to pixels in which can
be similarly reconstructed by performing inverse quantization
and inverse DCT of and summing this residual

Fig. 4. Residual signal recomputation of frame skipping for non-MC
macroblocks.

signal to pixels in the corresponding . The reconstructed
macroblocks and are given by

(11)

and

(12)

Note that and represent the quantization errors of
and in the front-encoder. Substituting (12) into

(11), (13) is obtained:

(13)

where . This is the prediction error be-
tween the current macroblock and its corresponding reference
macroblock. By applying the DCT for and taking into ac-
count the linearity of DCT, we obtain the expression of in the
DCT-domain:

(14)

Then the newly quantized DCT coefficients of the prediction
error are given by

(15)

where is the quantization step-size in the front encoder. Note
that, in general, quantization is not a linear operation because
of the integer truncation. However, and are introduced
due to the quantization in the front encoder such that

(16)

and

(17)
From (16) and (17), we have

(18)

and

(19)
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Equations (18) and (19) show that and
are divisible by which is the quanti-

zation step-size provided by the front encoder. Thus, if the
quantization step-size is not altered in the transcoder, (15) can
be written as

(20)

Rewriting (18) and (19), we have

(21)

and

(22)

Again, and are divisible
by , (21) and (22) can be written as

(23)

and

(24)

From (20), (23), and (24), we obtain the final expression of
the prediction error in the quantized DCT-domain by using

as a reference:

(25)

Equation (25) implies that coefficients of the
newly quantized DCT can be computed in the DCT-domain by
summing directly the quantized DCT coefficients between the
data in the DCT-domain buffer and the incoming DCT coef-
ficients, whilst the updated DCT coefficients are stored in the
DCT-domain buffer, as depicted in Fig. 3, when switches
and are connected to and respectively. Since it is
not necessary to perform motion compensation, DCT, quantiza-
tion, inverse DCT, and inverse quantization, the complexity is
reduced. Furthermore, since requantization is not necessary for
non-MC macroblock, the quality degradation of the transcoder
introduced by is also avoided. Fig. 5 shows the distribution
of the coding modes of a typical sequence, the “salesman.” It
is clear that over 95% of the macroblocks are coded without
motion compensation. By using the direct summation of DCT
coefficients for non-MC macroblocks, the computational com-
plexity involved in processing these macroblocks can be re-
duced significantly and the additional re-encoding error can be
avoided.

Fig. 5. Distribution of coding modes for “salesman” sequence.

Fig. 6. Residual signal recomputation of frame-skipping for MC macroblocks.

Fig. 7. Composition ofMB .

B. DCT-Domain Buffer Updating for Motion-Compensated
Macroblock (MC Macroblock)

For MC macroblocks, direct summation cannot be employed
when it is not well aligned on a macroblock boundary, as shown
in Fig. 6. In other words, of , which is
defined as the prediction error between and
in Fig. 6, is not available from the incoming bitstream. It is
possible to use the motion vectors and quantized DCT coef-
ficients of four neighboring macroblocks, , ,

, , and , to compute .
First, we need to find the prediction error, . Actually,

is equal to the difference of the reconstructed pixel in
and the corresponding pixel in of the previous

nonskipped frame stored in the frame buffer (FB) as depicted
in Fig. 3. In order to obtain , the motion vector of ,

) as depicted in Fig. 6, with reference to the best
matching macroblock, , in is required. Again,

is not on a macroblock boundary; it is possible to use
the bilinear interpolation from motion vectors ,

, , and of the four neigh-
boring macroblocks, , , , , and

, to come up with an approximation of
[27]. However, the bilinear interpolation of motion vectors has
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Fig. 8. Multiple frame skipping of our proposed transcoder.

Fig. 9. System architecture for video combiner using the frame-skipping transcoder.

TABLE IV
AVERAGE PSNR WITH RESPECT TO THE ORIGINAL SEQUENCE OF OUR PROPOSED TRANSCODER AS COMPARED WITH PIXEL-DOMAIN

TRANSCODER BY FORCING MOTION VECTOR TO ZERO IN THE FRONT-ENCODER. THE FRAME-RATE OF INCOMING BITSTREAM IS

30 FRAMES/S WHICH ARE THEN TRANSCODED TO 15 FRAMES/S

several drawbacks. For example, it leads to inaccuracy of the
resultant motion vector because the area covered by the four
macroblocks may be too divergent and too large to be described
by a single motion vector. Thus, the forward dominant vector
selection (FDVS) method is used to select one dominant
motion vector from four neighboring macroblocks [20], [21].
A dominant motion vector is defined as the motion vector
carried by a dominant macroblock. The dominant macroblock
is the macroblock that has the largest overlapped segment with

.

Hence, inverse quantization and inverse DCT of the quan-
tized DCT coefficients of , , , and

are performed to obtain their corresponding prediction
errors in the pixel-domain. is composed of four com-
ponents as shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 3 depicts that each segment
of the reconstructed pixels in can be obtained by
summing its prediction errors and its motion-compensated
segment of the previous nonskipped frame stored in FB, in
which this motion-compensated segment is computed through
MC2. can be obtained by computing the difference
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Fig. 10. Performance of the proposed transcoder of “Salesman” sequence encoded at (a) 64 kb/s with 30 frames/s, and then transcoded to 32 kb/s with 15 frames/s;
(b) 128 Kb/s with 30 frames/s, which are then transcoded to 64 kb/s with 15 frames/s.

between the reconstructed pixels in and their cor-
responding motion-compensated pixels in which
is obtained through MC3, and it is then transformed and
quantized to . Fig. 6 shows that the newly
quantized DCT coefficients of , can be
computed by summing the newly computed
and the incoming and it is quite similar to that
of the non-MC macroblock as mentioned in (20), except for
the formation of . For non-MC macroblocks,

is available from the incoming bitstreams. On
the other hand, requantization is performed for the formation
of in MC macroblocks, which will introduce
additional re-encoding error such that the reconstructed
frame after the end-encoder becomes

(26)

Note that, as compared with in (9), is the re-
encoding error due to frame instead of frame .

In order to reduce the implementation complexity of the
MC macroblock, a cache subsystem is added to our proposed
transcoder, as depicted in Fig. 3. Since motion compensation
of multiple macroblocks may require the same pixel data, a
cache subsystem is implemented to reduce redundant inverse
quantization, inverse DCT, and motion compensation compu-
tations to speed up the performance for MC macroblocks in the
re-encoding process. The cache subsystem is composed of a
frame buffer and a control unit. A control unit is used to detect
the new region referenced by MC macroblocks and provide
the information to the frame buffer to store the corresponding
reconstructed pixels in .

C. Multiple Frame-Skipping in our Proposed Transcoder

Another advantage of the proposed frame-skipping
transcoder is that when multiple frames are dropped, it
can be processed in the forward order, thus eliminating the
multiple DCT-domain buffers that are needed to store the
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TABLE V
PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED TRANSCODER. THE FRAME-RATE OF INCOMING BITSTREAM IS 30 FRAMES/S WHICH ARE THEN TRANSCODED TO 15 FRAMES/S

TABLE VI
PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED TRANSCODER. THE FRAME-RATE OF INCOMING BIT STREAM IS 30 FRAMES/S WHICH ARE THEN TRANSCODED TO 10 FRAMES/S

TABLE VII
SPEED-UP RATIO OF THE PROPOSED TRANSCODER AS COMPARED WITH THE

PIXEL-DOMAIN TRANSCODER. THE FRAME-RATE OF INCOMING BIT STREAM

IS 30 FRAMES/S WHICH ARE THEN TRANSCODED TO 15 FRAMES/S

incoming quantized DCT coefficients of all dropped frames.
Fig. 8 shows a scenario in which two frames are dropped.
When is dropped, we store the DCT coefficients of its
prediction errors in the DCT-domain buffer. The stored DCT
coefficients of prediction errors will be used to update the
DCT coefficients of prediction errors for the next dropped
frame. This means that when is dropped, our proposed
scheme updates the DCT coefficients of prediction errors for
each macroblock according to its coding mode. For example,
macroblocks, , , and , in are
coded without motion compensation. From (25), the DCT
coefficients of prediction errors in the DCT-domain buffer are
added to the corresponding incoming prediction errors of the
macroblock in . The buffer is then updated with the new

DCT coefficients. In Fig. 8, is an MC macroblock.
It is necessary to perform the re-encoding of the macroblock
pointed by and then add the corresponding incoming
DCT-coefficients to form the updated data in the DCT-domain
buffer. By using our proposed scheme, only one DCT-domain
buffer is needed for all the dropped frames. The flexibility of
multiple frame-skipping provides the fundamental framework
for dynamic frame-skipping, which is used in multipoint video
conferencing.

IV. DYNAMIC FRAME ALLOCATION FOR VIDEO COMBINING

IN MULTIPOINT CONFERENCING

In a multipoint video conferencing system, usually only one
or two participants are active at any given time [3]. The active
conferees need higher frame rates to produce a better video
quality as well as to present a smoother motion. Fig. 9 shows
the proposed system architecture for video combiners in mul-
tipoint video conferencing. Our approach for video combining
is based on frame-skipping transcoding which primarily con-
sists of the DCT-domain approach without the requirement of
the asymmetric network channels. Thus, the original video se-
quence can be encoded by fully utilizing the available channel
bandwidth. Up to four QCIF video bitstreams are received
by the video combiner from the conference participants. Each
QCIF bitstream is processed by our proposed frame-skipping
transcoder. The main function of a frame-skipping transcoder
is frame-rate reduction. Note that the output frame rates from
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Fig. 11. Performance of the proposed transcoder of “Salesman” sequence encoded at (a) 64 Kb/s with 30 frames/s, and then transcoded to 21 kb/s with 10 frames/s;
(b) 128 kb/s with 30 frames/s, which are then transcoded to 42 kb/s with 10 frames/s.

TABLE VIII
SPEED-UP RATIO OF THE PROPOSED TRANSCODER AS COMPARED WITH THE

PIXEL-DOMAIN TRANSCODER. THE FRAME-RATE OF INCOMING BIT STREAM

IS 30 FRAMES/S WHICH ARE THEN TRANSCODED TO 10 FRAMES/S

the four transcoders are not constant, and they are not nec-
essarily equal to one another.

In the transcoder, the frame-skipping controller can dynam-
ically distribute the encoded frames to each subsequence by
considering their motion activities so that the quality of the

transcoded video can be improved. The frame rate required to
transcode a subsequence is highly related to its motion activity
[27]–[29]. Thus, it is necessary to regulate the frame rate of each
transcoder according to the motion activity in the current frame

of the subsequence. To obtain a quantitative measure for
, we use the accumulated magnitudes of all of the motion

vectors estimated for the macroblocks in the current frame [3],
[27], i.e.,

(27)

where is the total number of macroblocks in the current
frame, and and are the horizontal and vertical
components of the motion vector of the th macroblock, which
uses the previous nonskipped frame as a reference.

If the value of after a nonskipped frame exceeds the pre-
defined threshold, , the incoming frame should be kept. It
is interesting to note that is set according to the outgoing
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Fig. 12. Encoded frame 194 of the four conferee’s videos, which are received
by the MCU.

bit rate of the video combiner, but this is not the focus of this
paper. By adaptively adjusting the frame rate of each subse-
quence according to the , the proposed architecture can al-
locate more frames for a subsequence with high motion activity
and less frames for a subsequence with low motion activity.

Our proposed transcoder updates the quantized DCT coeffi-
cients of the current frame in the DCT-domain buffer for each
QCIF subsequence. At the beginning of the formation of a com-
bining sequence, a decision is made as to which DCT-domain
buffers be included in the new buffer by the dynamic frame-
skipping controllers. After the current frame of the subsequence
is selected by the multiplexer, the DCT coefficients in the corre-
sponding DCT-domain buffer are copied to the video combining
processor’s buffer in CIF format. The quantized DCT coeffi-
cients of each conference participant only need to be mapped
according to Fig. 9. Hence, the DCT-domain buffer of the con-
ference participant 1, CP1, is mapped to the first quadrant of
the combined picture, the DCT-domain buffer of the conference
participant 2, CP2, is mapped to the second quadrant, etc. If the
current frame of the subsequence is skipped, the corresponding
quadrant is filled with zero value. Following the assembly of
the new DCT buffer in the video combining processor, the data
in the buffer are coded in compressed bitstream by the stream
processor.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we present some simulation results. A series
of computer simulations were conducted to evaluate the overall
efficiency of the proposed frame-skipping transcoder. The per-
formance of the proposed video combiner for multipoint contin-
uous presence video conferencing is also presented as follows.

A. Performance of the Frame-skipping Transcoder

To evaluate the overall efficiency of the proposed frame-skip-
ping transcoding approach, all test sequences in QCIF
(176 144) format were encoded at high bitrate (64 kb/s and
128 kb/s) using a fixed quantization parameter. For the front

encoder, the first frame was coded as an intraframe (I-frame),
and the remaining frames were encoded as interframes
(P-frames). These picture-coding modes were preserved during
the transcoding. In the following, the peak signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR) of the transcoded sequence was measured against the
original sequence.

The first experiment is used to demonstrate the perfor-
mance of direct summation of DCT coefficients for non-MC
macroblocks. The motion vector was set to zero in the front
encoder such that the technique of direct summation of DCT
coefficients can be used in all macroblocks for the proposed
frame-skipping transcoder. In this case, requantization is not
required for the proposed transcoder and the video quality is
degraded slightly for the incoming bitstream. The speed-up of
our proposed frame-skipping transcoder can be obtained by
the following evaluations. Consider a video sequence which is
transcoded from 30 frames/s to 15 frames/s. The computational
requirement of the proposed transcoder includes mainly the
direct summation of all DCT coefficients (29 frames 99
macroblocks 256 operations for QCIF video). This requires
a sum of 734 976 operations. In pixel-domain transcoder, some
algorithms have to be used to compute the DCT and IDCT. Ref-
erence [30] is a possible choice, which requires 41 operations to
compute an 8-length one-dimensional (1-D) DCT/IDCT. Then,
the computational requirement of the pixel-domain transcoding
approach [20] involves the calculation of inverse quantization
(29 frames 99 macroblocks 256 operations), IDCT (99
frames 99 macroblocks 4 blocks 16 1-D IDCT 41
operations), prediction errors (29 frames 99 macroblocks

256 operations), DCT (14 frames 99 macroblocks 4
blocks 16 1-D DCT 41 operations) and requantization (14
frames 99 macroblocks 256 operations). This requires a
sum of 12 995 136 operations. Thus, the speed-up factor of
the proposed transcoder as compared with the pixel-domain
transcoder is about 17.68.

Note that the computation of DCT, prediction errors and
requantization processes are required only for the nonskipped
frames in the pixel-domain transcoder. On the other hand,
it is not necessary to perform direct summation of all DCT
coefficients in our proposed transcoder since some DCT
coefficients are zero. Only a few DCT coefficients are needed
to be found in practical situation. In fact, the speed-up factor of
the proposed transcoder has been found to be 37 as compared
to the pixel-domain approach when all trivial operations, such
as the multiplication of one, addition of zero, etc. are neglected.
Our proposed transcoder has also no PSNR degradation as
compared to the input sequence to the transcoder, as shown in
Table IV. This is due to the fact that direct summation of DCT
coefficients will not lead to re-encoding errors.

In a practical situation, it is not possible to restrict the motion
estimation of the front encoder. The PSNR performance of the
proposed frame-skipping transcoder using forward dominant
vector selection (FDVS) [20], [21] and bilinear interpolation
vector selection (BiVS) [27] for composing an outgoing motion
vector is shown in Table V and Table VI, in which the frames
are temporally dropped by a factor of 1 and 2. It is shown that
FDVS is better than BiVS in all cases. Therefore, only FDVS
is used in the following discussions. The PSNR performance
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Fig. 13. Motion activity of a multipoint videoconference.

of the proposed frame-skipping transcoder for the “Salesman”
sequence is also shown in Fig. 10. At the front encoder, the
original test sequence “Salesman” was encoded at 64 kb/s and
128 kb/s in Fig. 10(a) and (b), respectively, and then transcoded
into 32 kb/s and 64 kb/s at half of the incoming frame rate.
As shown in Fig. 10, the proposed transcoder outperforms
the pixel-domain transcoder. The PSNR performance is also
close to the encoding at transcoded bitrate with the original
sequence as the input since the re-encoding error is significantly
reduced. Table VII shows that it has a speed-up of about seven
times faster than that of the pixel-domain transcoder for the
“Salesman” sequence. This is because the probability of the
macroblock coded without motion compensation happens more
frequently in typical sequences, and this type of macroblock
should not introduce any re-encoding error due to the direct
summation of DCT coefficients. Compared with the pixel-do-
main approach, the re-encoding error introduced is significant
since it suffers quantization error in all macroblocks. In Fig. 10,

the performance of our proposed transcoder is very close to
the input sequence to the transcoder in the first few frames
since most of the macroblocks are non-MC macroblocks which
result from the technique of direct summation of DCT coef-
ficients to avoid the quality degradation. Since the number of
MC-macroblocks become significant after the seventh frame,
this results in the quality degradation. Note that re-encoding
error is introduced in all macroblocks and is accumulative in
the pixel-domain approach. As shown in Table V, the average
PSNR performance of the non-MC macroblock in the proposed
transcoder is significantly better than that of the pixel-domain
transcoder. Thus, we can achieve significant computational
savings while maintaining a good video quality for these
macroblocks. On the other hand, our proposed transcoder also
shows an improvement with respect to the MC macroblock,
as depicted in Table V. Furthermore, the cache system in the
transcoder can reduce the computational burden of re-encoding
the motion-compensated macroblocks. All these advantages
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combined gives rise to significant computational saving as well
as quality improvement. These demonstrate the effectiveness of
the proposed frame-skipping transcoder. The simulation results
of other test sequences are summarized in Tables V and VII.

In order to illustrate the effects of the proposed frame-skip-
ping transcoder with multiple frame dropping, Tables VI,
VIII and Fig. 11 set forth the results of the frame-skipping
transcoding for which the frames are temporally dropped by
a factor of two. The results appear to be similar to that of the
above. But it is quite apparent that the pixel-domain transcoder
gives the worst performance, and our proposed transcoder
provides a significant improvement. Also the computational
complexity is reduced remarkably.

B. Performance of Continuous Presence Video Conferencing
System

For our simulation, we recorded a four-point video con-
ferencing session. Each conferee’s video was encoded into
a QCIF format at 128 kb/s, as shown in Fig. 12. The four
video sequences were transcoded and combined into a CIF
format. We then selected segments of the combined sequence
to form a 400-frame video sequence in which the first person
was most active in the first 100 frames, the second person
was most active in the second 100 frames, and so on. Out
of 100 frames, the first one is coded as an I frame while
all other 99 frames are coded as P-frames. The motion ac-
tivities for the four conference participants and the combined
video sequence are shown in Fig. 13. In Fig. 13, the top four
curves correspond to the four participants in the upper left,
upper right, lower left and lower right corners, respectively.
The bottom curve represents the motion activity of the com-
bined video sequence. Fig. 13 shows that although there were
short periods of time when multiple participants were active,
only one participant was active during most of the time, while
other participants were relatively inactive. The overall motion
activity of the combined video sequence is relatively random.
This indicates that multipoint video conferencing is a suitable
environment for dynamic allocation of the encoding frames
to each participant.

In the following discussions, we will analyze the per-
formance of the proposed video combiner for continuous
presence multipoint video conferencing system as compared
to the pixel-domain combiner with dynamic frame-skipping
(PDCOMB-DFS) [27]. Since the active participants need
higher frame-rates to produce an acceptable video quality while
the inactive participants only need lower frame-rates to produce
an acceptable quality, we used dynamic frame allocation in
both the proposed video combiner and the PDCOMB-DFS to
distribute the encoded frames into each subsequence according
to the motion activities. Inevitably, this improvement is made
by sacrificing a certain amount of quality of the motion inactive
periods. Fig. 14 shows the PSNR performance of the confer-
ence participants for different video combining approaches.
For example, the participant is most active from frame 0 to
frame 100 in Fig. 14(a) (as shown in the motion activity plot
in Fig. 13). This active period is transcoded more frequently
following the motion activities of the subsequence, therefore
the videos displayed on the receiver are smoother. It can be

Fig. 14. PSNR performance of a conference participant who is most active
(a) between frame 0 and frame 100, (b) between frame 101 and frame 200,
(c) between frame 201 and frame 300, and (d) between frame 301 and frame
400.

seen from Fig. 14 that the PDCOMB-DFS loses due to the
re-encoding process and the proposed video combiner offers
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Fig. 15. Frame 194 of the combined video sequence using (a) PDCOMB-DFS
[27]. (b) Our video combiner using the proposed frame-skipping transcoder. The
active conference participant is at the upper right corner.

a much better quality as compared to the PDCOMB-DFS.
The gain can be as high as 1.5–2.0 dB for both the active and
nonactive periods due to the high efficiency of our proposed
frame-skipping transcoder. A frame (194th frame) in the
combined sequence is shown in Fig. 15. It can be seen that
the video quality of the active participant (at the upper right
corner) with the proposed video combiner is much better than
that with the PDCOMB-DFS. In Fig. 14(d), we observe that
from frame 300 to frame 400, the PSNR of the PDCOMB-DFS
drops significantly. This is because each nonskipped frame is
used as a reference frame of the following nonskipped frame;
quality degradation propagates to later frames in a cumulative
manner. However, our proposed video combiner suffers less
error accumulation as compared to the PDCOMB-DFS since
the proposed direct summation of DCT coefficients can be
applied to non-MC macroblocks to reduce re-encoding errors.
Furthermore, due to the dynamic frame allocation based on the
motion activities, the degradation of video quality of the inac-
tive participants is not very visible and this is also supported by
Figs. 12 and 15. Table IX shows the PSNR of each participant
of all 400 frames of the video sequence at 128 kb/s using
different video combiners. The diagonal values indicate more
active motion in different time slots of individual conference

participants. The table shows that, by using the proposed video
combiner, the PSNR’s of all conference participants are greatly
improved as compared to the PDCOMB-DFS during both the
active and nonactive periods. In a practical multipoint video
conferencing system, active participants should be given most
attention, and the video quality of these active participants
is particularly important. The proposed video combiner can
achieve this goal significantly.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes a low-complexity and high quality
frame-skipping transcoder. Its low complexity is achieved
by using 1) a direct summation of the DCT coefficients for
macroblocks coded without motion compensation to deactivate
most complex modules of the transcoder, and 2) a cache
subsystem for motion-compensated macroblocks to reduce
redundant IDCT and inverse quantization. We have also
shown that a direct summation of the DCT coefficients can
eliminate the re-encoding error. Furthermore, our proposed
frame-skipping transcoder can be processed in an novel
arrangement when multiple frames are dropped. Thus, only
one DCT-domain buffer is needed to store the updated DCT
coefficients of all dropped frames. Overall, the proposed
frame-skipping transcoder produces a better picture quality
than the pixel-domain approach at the same reduced bitrates.

In the proposed transcoder, we assume that there is no change
in quantization step-size. It is possible that the DCT coeffi-
cients are requantized with a larger quantization step-size than
that originally used at the front encoder in order to provide a
more flexible way for bit-rate reduction. The problem with this
approach is that requantization error will be accumulated due
to this change of quantization step-size. In this case the pos-
sible prediction memory mismatch at the decoder will cause
“drift” degradation [16], [17]. The problem may be alleviated
by using a reconstruction loop mentioned in [16], [17]. In this
approach, the requantization error is stored in a frame buffer
and is fed back to the requantizer to correct the requantization
error introduced in the previous frames. This can be done by
integrating both spatial and temporal transcoding techniques in
DCT-domain, which is a fruitful direction for further research.

We have also integrated our proposed frame-skipping
transcoder into a new video combining architecture for con-
tinuous presence multipoint video conferencing. In multipoint
video conferencing, usually only one or two participants
are active at any given time. When the frame skipping
transcoding approach is used, the frame rate of coding a
subsequence needed to achieve a certain quality level depends
very much on its motion activity, using the frame-skipping
transcoding approach. We can achieve a better video quality
by dynamic frame allocation based on the motion activities
of the subsequences. Since re-encoding is minimized in our
frame-skipping transcoder, the proposed architecture provides
a better performance than a video combiner in terms of quality
and complexity. However, many problems still remain to be
investigated. For example, it would be desirable to design an
efficient global frame allocation algorithm which can guarantee
a reasonable suboptimality frame-rate for all subsequences in
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TABLE IX
AVERAGE PSNR’S OF THE COMBINED VIDEO SEQUENCE

order to fulfill the desired output bitrate of the video combiner.
Nevertheless, it can be seen that a video combiner using the
frame-skipping transcoding approach is able to provide a new
and viable continuous presence multipoint video conferencing
service in the near future.
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